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**Get Elsker, Book #1 in The Elsker Saga, FREE!**
Endre - The Elsker Saga, Book #2 An Upper Young
Adult Paranormal Romance, featured in USA Today
Sometimes, finding your destiny means doing the
exact opposite of what The Fates have planned.
Winning the heart of an immortal assassin was a
dream come true for Kristia Tostenson. Now she's
caught in a whirlwind of wedding plans, goddess
lessons, and stolen kisses with her fiancé. But her
decision to become immortal could end in
heartbreak--not only for Kristia, but also for the god
who loves her. While Ull would do anything to protect
his bride, even the God of Winter is powerless
against the Norse apocalypse. Ragnarok is coming.
And the gods aren't even close to ready.
PART ONE ---New York City Without a word, Nathan
handed the cablegram to his son. Roy took it and
walked away a few steps. He opened the envelope
as he walked, dreading with every step, what he
believed the cable would say; the Baron had died.
The others watched quietly as he read, hardly
breathing. The cable fell to the ground; Roy’s
shoulders sagged, and he began to sob mightily.
After a few minutes, he straightened his shoulders,
shook himself like a wet dog, then turned to the
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others. “All right gentlemen, I assume you all read
what grandfather said; Tell Roy to stay the course,
and that is exactly what we’re going to do. Michael,
where do we go from here?” “Offhand, Roy, I’d say
Kentucky, but it’s your decision; except I don’t think
you ought to be the one to go. How about you, Uncle
Nathan?” “I think you’re right; Roy needs to stay
right here and look after MacTavish Enterprises like
he’s supposed to. I had planned to go wherever we
went, if Roy did, but since he’ll staying here, I
reckon I’ll go on to Virginia and rest a while. I guess
that leaves you, Oliver.” “Uncle Robert felt I owed
him something,” Oliver said, “if I intended to take my
rightful place in the clan; so he asked me to be the
head of this new MacTavish division in this country.
He’d been told there was a lot of open land and few
settlers out west, and that’s where I should go. Also,
I‘d be able to pay for land with gold without too
many questions. I agreed with that, and said I‘d do
it. David is all eager to go, so I guess that’s what
we’ll do.” PART TWO --- THE OLSENS It was late
in the day, August Twenty-first, eighteen fifty-six, and
a perfect evening for fishing. A nice cool breeze
barely ruffled the leaves on the trees providing
shade for a man sitting beneath them in a strange
looking chair; ostensibly, trying to catch his supper.
Oliver Olsen, once a sailor, now an adventurer; a
banker; a farmer; a trader of livestock; a buyer of
land; a builder; an entrepreneur extraordinaire; a
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man who wore many hats; was a man lost in
retrospect. He found this happening more often
lately, and if someone asked him why, would most
likely answer, “I’m trying to figure out how it all
came about.” Suddenly, he was aware someone
was jerking on his arm. He looked around and saw it
was his two year old grandson, David Junior. His
mother, Penny, was standing right behind the boy.
“Grandpa,” Penny said. “I don’t see any fish;
you’ve been sleeping again, haven’t you?” “I
suppose you could say that,” he replied, “either that,
or someone’s been standing beside me telling that
same old story again. It don’t get any better with the
telling. I’d sure like to hear something from David,
wouldn’t you? It’s been three months since we
heard from him and the boys.”
Sandy Clyburn, (fictitious), was orphaned at five,
during London’s ‘Blitz), 1943. He was evacuated to
Wales for the remainder of the war, then returned to
London, to foster homes and finally an orphanage
run by the ‘Skunks’, (Shanks) who were drunkards
and gamblers, denying their charges their due.
Leaving school at age 15 and not wanting to remain
in London, he took an audition for the Royal Marines
School Of Music, Deal, Kent. He had no previous
music study of any kind, other than a friend who
showed him some basic march drumming, cadet
style. The contract; 3 and 12 years Boy and Man. At
his audition he was told, the quota for Band
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Drummers, (Percussionists), at that time were filled.
However, he agreed to accept a position as Bugler,
‘till such time as new Band Drummer positioned
opened up, that were frequent throughout the year.
(Buglers conscript as Marines, fighting soldiers. RM).
Musicians, non-combatant, Bandsmen, RMB),
almost a different service. Accepting the position of
Bugler/Drummer, RM., would put him on the spot, as
it were. The story centers around his trials,
tribulations and general struggle to obtain the
objective of Musician/Percussionist. Friends help him
gain knowledge and ability in order to transfer. Time
was not on his side. Boy Musicians had four years
training as opposed to one year for Buglers, who
were then shipped to a Division, then a ship or Naval
establishment. After graduating as a Bugler, eight
months later, much to his surprise, he’s granted a
six month trial period in order to prove his worth.
Stepping back to the move from the School, he
allowed himself to be coerced and talked into
stealing a clarinet. A friend convinces him that the
extra cash would be handy for Christmas leave. His
involvement, minimal. An instrument or two, would
be stashed in his kit while his back was turned,
thereby getting them out of barracks without notice.
The friend, also a Londoner, made arrangements
with Sandy to meet and pedal what had been stolen.
That was done. Now, with the granting of a six
month trial period he was returning to Deal, that
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would leave approximately sixteen months before
reaching age 18 and adulthood. Through the help of
the Percussion Bandmaster, who believed in his
ability, he performs and solo’s Xylophone, at the
end of school year, Summer, concert. With just one
year to cram, he embarks on a strict practice
schedule. February of 1955 is a particular bad winter
for an Influenza epidemic and Sandy is admitted into
the sick-bay. While there, he’s visited by MP’s and
a Detective, who were investigating instruments theft
during Christmas leave. This investigation also
harped back to previous occurrences that went
unsolved. Sandy’s name came up, and while sick,
he was interrogated. He caves in and is Court
Martialed.
The lives of two families diverged after a chance
encounter between two newlywed mothers pushing
their infant carriages on a day with promises of the
unknown. A friendship develops almost
serendipitously on the road of life, beckoning all
living creatures. A commonality soon unfolds during
their initial conversations—how fortunate! What is to
become of these two families encountering life’s
challenges to adhere to a sense of morality, the
guiding principle for a successful journey on a road
that diverges, and choosing the least traveled with
no certainty of a fruitful outcome?
The third in a series about how a young single
mother, faced with the task of keeping an inn and
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winery going in Oregon wine country, becomes the
matriarch of a family filled with love and unexpected
surprises as the inn continues to grow into a wellknown hotel. Louise “Lulu” Kingsley is thrilled to
discover after years of wishing for a sibling, Cami
Chandler is her half-sister. When Cami invites her to
live with her at Chandler Hill, Lulu jumps at the
chance to leave behind all the heartache in her
recent life. Not the spoiled little rich girl the media
would like everyone to think, Lulu digs into marketing
for the inn and winery, feeling more comfortable
there than she ever did in California with her political
father. Better yet, her mother is becoming a stronger,
happier person and shares the idea of becoming part
of a new family. Even though Lulu is aware that
Miguel Lopez is the kind of guy who represents
everything she’s trying to forget, she’s attracted to
him. Following a heartbreaking situation, she steps
away from their relationship. Lulu settles in at
Chandler Hill, coping the best way she knows—by
working hard. But when Cami’s beloved
grandfather, Rafe, has a stroke, Lulu realizes life is
short and knows she must make things right with
Miguel, and learns that home is where your heart
leads you. A great read with a glass of wine or
anytime! Judith Keim is the author of beloved novels
of contemporary women facing challenges with
family relationships, work situations, or other life
struggles as they grow to discover more about
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themselves and triumph with happiness and
romance along the way. Contemporary women's
fiction, Contemporary Women's Romance, Friends
Fiction, Family Saga, strong heroine, Finding love,
Family Life Fiction, Mothers and Daughters Fiction,
Friends fiction, Women's literary fiction, strong
women face challenge, Oregon winery, Women's
domestic life fiction, friends, country inn, hotel,
vineyard, winery,
Middle School Mayhem: Down with the Dance is the
first book in this action-packed, hilarious series. Meet
Austin Davenport, whose fabulous luck landed him
on this earth only eleven short months after his
brother, Derek, putting them in the same grade.
While Austin's brain power is unmatched, it appears
as if his brother got all the athletic gifts and the
family butt-chin, meaning their parents love Derek
more than Austin, or so it seems. Join Austin on his
journey through the tumultuous waters of middle
school as he navigates the swampy and
undeodorized hallways and explores the depths of
the cafeteria's seafood surprise. Oh, and someone is
plotting to take down the Halloween Dance, the one
that Austin has his sights set on, so he can take
Sophie Rodriguez, a girl way out of his league, but
who doesn't seem to know it. Can he stay one step
ahead of the new principal who has it out for him?
Will Austin figure out who the perpetrators are? Will
he save the dance in time? Will he wear a diaper on
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a stakeout? The funny and fast-paced nature of this
series is meant for middle grade and early young
adult readers. Beware! This series has the tendency
to turn reluctant readers into eager ones. Middle
School Mayhem: Santukkah! Austin Davenport is
back! With new characters and a new villain; the only
guarantee is more mayhem! Middle School Mayhem:
Santukkah! is the second installment of this planned
twelve-book series. This fast-paced and gut-busting
series is designed for middle grade and younger YA
readers. After his brother wins a big sports award,
Austin is jealous and wants his time to shine in the
spotlight. With the school holiday musical just around
the corner, Austin wonders if he's good enough for
the lead role but also scared he might fart during a
solo. Amplifying the problem is a new kid in town: the
golden-voiced, dark-hearted Randy Warblemacher,
who will stop at nothing to destroy Austin's chances
at fame and fortune, while attempting to steal his
girlfriend in the process. Oh, and following the chaos
from the Halloween Dance, Cherry Avenue's
overbearing principal is gunning even harder than
before to get Austin expelled. Will Austin win the
lead and steal the show? Will he gain his parents'
affection even though he doesn't have the family butt
chin? Can he juggle all of the mayhem that middle
school throws at him or will his klutzery destroy all
that he holds dear? What are you waiting for? I'm not
going to answer the questions for you. You have to
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read the book! I mean, seriously... Middle School
Mayhem: The Science (Un)Fair Thanks for tuning
your station to Nerd Nation! Austin Davenport
returns in Middle School Mayhem: Science (Un)Fair,
the third installment of a planned twelve-book series.
And this time, he's playing for keeps. Whatever that
means. But seriously though, the stakes have never
been higher for Austin, whose principal is salivating
at the chance to get him expelled. A new website
that bashes the overbearing principal surfaces and
after no investigation whatsoever, Austin is the one
and only suspect. To make matters worse, Randy
Warblemacher, notorious cheater and Austin's chief
nemesis, offers Austin a wager on the outcome of
the science fair and it's an offer too good to refuse,
but after a communication mix-up, the lovable
underdog finds himself going head to head with his
own girlfriend. Will the competition be too much for
their relationship? Will Austin's design for a fartsuppression device save the environment and the
institution of marriage by reducing toxic fume
emissions by 40%? Or will his human catapult
design transform long-distance travel, rendering the
airline industry obsolete? Will Austin be expelled for
a crime he didn't commit? Can Austin beat Randy?
Will Randy play fair (I know, dumb question.) What
will Austin do when the love of his life, Sophie
Rodriguez, gets caught up in a cheating scandal?
Questions. Questions. Questions. To find the
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answers, join Austin Davenport as the
misadventures and mayhem continue with nonstop
laughs! Middle School Mayhem: Battle of the Bands
Austin Davenport is back in the mayhemiest
adventure yet! Austin's world is forever changed
when he learns that nerds have one chance to
transform themselves into cool kids. And that's by
starting a band. When Austin and his crew get fed up
at being even less popular than the kid in the
marching band who wears his shoes on the wrong
feet, they decide to take matters into their own
hands. When Randy Warblemacher, already a
popular kid (and Austin's nemesis) starts his own
band that overshadows Austin's, the battle is on! And
it's not just with Randy! Some of the area's best
bands are in on the action: Goat Turd; 64 Farts, and
Cold Sore are all looking to come out on top! Join
Austin and the gang as they search for and express
their badditude. Will the nerds rise to superstardom?
Will fame and greed tear the band's friendship apart
when half the band falls for the same girl? Will
Austin's best friend, Ben, overcome his horrific stage
fright? Will Austin split his leather pants and forever
scar the youth of America?
From one of India’s most accomplished writers, an
illuminating novel about identity, family, and
mythology set in a rapidly changing, modern India.
Recently divorced psychotherapist Farhad Billimoria
realizes he will never find love again in Bombay and
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prepares for a move to San Francisco. On a farewell
tour throughout the city, his mind crackles with
bittersweet memories and giddy dreams. But is love
about to bloom for Farhad just as he has given up on
the city? And if it does, will he bring to it the man that
he is, or the one he wants to become? Elsewhere in
Bombay, the tribal youth Rabi remains stuck as the
caretaker to his parents, two ailing and cranky old
Brahmins. Rabi comes from the remote Cloud
people of eastern India, a sky-watching tribe that
observes the Cloudmaker—the mercurial God who
drifts and muses in the skies—and that is dragged
into the modern world when a mining company
invades their sacred mountain. Rabi’s mentor
Bhagaban, a forward-thinking filmmaker, leads their
resistance. But will Rabi follow Bhagaban or his
parents, who reassert a golden Indian past? From
one of India’s most celebrated young writers,
Clouds illuminates the inner lives of characters
forging their own paths in the great metropolis and
shows a vast, prismatic portrait of modern India in all
its tumult and glory.
The most celebrated science fiction short story editor
of our time, multi-award-winning editor and Locus
Magazine critic Jonathan Strahan presents the
definitive collection of best short science fiction of
2020. With short works from some of the most
lauded science fiction authors, as well as rising
stars, this science fiction collection displays the top
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talent and cutting-edge cultural moments that affect
our lives, dreams, and stories. These brilliant authors
examine the way we live now, our hopes, and
struggles, all through the lens of the future. An
assemblage of future classics, this star-studded
anthology is a must-read for anyone who enjoys the
vast and exciting world of science fiction.
After a whirlwind romance, Craig and Carla finally
marry in Vegas. The newlyweds are ready to start
their new life together but obstacles’ abound from all
directions. From home invasions and betrayals by
people they both trusted and considered friends to
learning about new secrets that Carla and Craig
discovered days after returning from their
honeymoon. More family secrets emerge from the
attic and library as the months go on. Lost and found
family members, Craig’s new found position and job
within the Awlsport community, and Carla’s new role
as homemaker and more secrets of her own to share
with Craig. Not even a shooting can stop their love
for each other.
This book emerges from the author's 35 years of
research and thought about the Songhay people of
Niger. This ethnographic novel follows the life of
Omar Dia, the oldest son of a West African sorcerer.
When his father falls ill and dies, the great sorcerer
vomits a small metal chain onto his chest. Following
the path of his ancestors, Omar swallows the chain,
becoming his father's successor, which means that
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he takes on the sorcerer's burden. The book also
describes how custodians of traditional knowledge
are creatively adapting to the forces of
globalization—all in a highly accessible narrative text.
Uh-oh.
“When Kristia discovers that her new boyfriend is
the Norse god of winter, she’s plunged into a world
beyond her wildest dreams… A breathtaking fantasy
series brimming with romance, magic, and danger!”
-Bookbub From international bestselling author S.T.
Bende comes the complete story of The Elsker Saga
(Books 1-3, PLUS novella). When bookish student
Kristia Tostenson discovers her new boyfriend is the
Norse God of Winter, her orderly life becomes very
messy. With Ragnarok, the end of days, on the
horizon and a lunatic haunting her dreams, Kristia
has to find a way to convince Ull that breaking the
rules is the only way to survive; that defying the
order he's sworn to uphold is their only chance to be
together. And when someone starts asking the
wrong questions, Kristia realizes the crazy visions
she's had all her life might be the key to saving their
realms... even if they end up costing her her life. The
Elsker Saga Box Set includes all three books in S.T.
Bende’s internationally bestselling ELSKER SAGA,
plus the bonus novella, TUR. ELSKER: Bookish
Kristia is stunned to discover that her boyfriend, Ull
Myhr, isn’t even human. He’s a Norse god,
forbidden to love and destined to die in a battle that
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will destroy Earth. But these two just might break all
the rules — and save the world while they’re at it…
ENDRE: Winning the heart of an immortal assassin
was a dream come true for Kristia Tostenson. But
her decision to become immortal could end in
heartbreak--not only for Kristia, but also for the god
who loves her. While Ull would do anything to protect
his bride, even the God of Winter is powerless
against the Norse apocalypse. Ragnarok is coming .
. . and the gods aren't even close to ready. TRO: As
things heat up between Kristia and Ull, a frost settles
over Asgard. Kristia's barely begun to understand
what she's capable of, and controlling her powers
seems completely out of her grasp. With her new
family fighting for their lives, and Ull fighting for their
future, Kristia has to make a devastating choice:
preserve the life she loves, or protect the god she
can't live without? TUR: Inga Andersson has it
all—great friends, a job as Odin’s personal fight
choreographer, and a happy ever after with her
realm’s hottest assassin. But when evil invades
Asgard, her world comes crashing down. With
Ragnarok on the horizon, Inga has to decide how
she’ll spend her final moments of freedom. Because
once the battle begins, Inga’s perfekt life will be
nothing more than a memory.
1930, the Isle of Dogs. 20-year-old Lily Bright works
long hours on a market stall, selling furniture and brica-brac to make ends meet. When a handsome
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stranger turns up at the stall in search of a bargain,
it's love at first sight. Swept off her feet, Lily falls
head over heels for the debonair Charles Grey - only
to discover, too late, that he's a bigamist and trader
in stolen goods. Trapped, pregnant, Lily turns for
comfort to her childhood friend Ben James, a former
lorry driver who is now a successful businessman.
With World War II looming, Lily comes to realize that
it's Ben she really loved all along. Will she ever find a
way to overcome her mistakes, seize control of her
own destiny - and win her true love's heart?
"Like a summer superhero movie, this YA fantasy
features dazzling adventure and a truly epic
romance." -iBooks Official Review From international
bestselling author S.T. Bende comes the complete
story of the Ære Saga (Books 1-4). Book 1:
PERFEKT ORDER All's fair when you're in love with
War. For seventeen-year-old Mia Ahlström, a world
ruled by order is the only world she allows. A lifetime
of chore charts, to-do lists and study schedules have
helped earn her a spot at Redwood State
University’s engineering program. And while her five
year plan includes finding her very own happily-evahaftah, years at an all-girls boarding school left her
feeling woefully unprepared for keg parties and coed extracurricular activities. So nothing surprises her
more than catching the eye of Tyr Fredriksen at her
first college party. The imposing Swede is arrogantly
charming, stubbornly overprotective, and runs hotPage 15/31
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and-cold in ways that defy reason . . . until Mia
learns that she’s fallen for the Norse God of War; an
immortal battle deity hiding on Midgard (Earth) to
protect a valuable Asgardian treasure from a feral
enemy. With a price on his head, Tyr brings more
than a little excitement to Mia’s rigidly controlled life.
Choosing Tyr may be the biggest distraction—or the
greatest adventure—she’s ever had. Book 2:
PERFEKT CONTROL Rule the realms. Brynn Aksel
is a valkyrie—a battle goddess tasked with protecting
both the God of War and the future of Asgard. She
fends off giants and dark elves with an iron fist, a
glossy smile, and no less than perfekt control. She’s
focused one-hundred-percent on rising through the
valkyrie ranks, and not at all on her lifelong crush on
Henrik Andersson—the one guy in all the realms who
could be her undoing. Henrik serves as War’s other
bodyguard, and he’s too focused on protecting their
shared charge to realize that Brynn’s a girl. When
an unprecedented surge of darkness abducts the
Goddess of Love, Brynn’s already-steely focus is
singularly directed on her new
assignment—accompany Henrik to recover the
realms’ source of light before the cosmos descends
into chaos. While battling demons, dragons, and the
not-quite-dead, it becomes clear that immortality
does not equal invincibility. And when Hel herself
puts a hit on Brynn, the valkyrie has to decide if
staying in control is worth losing everything . . . or if
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it’s time to rule the realms. Book 3: PERFEKT
BALANCE Become what you believe. Elsa
Fredriksen knows there’s a thin line between love
and fear. As High Healer, she rights the wrongs
committed by those who choose the darkness. But
even Asgard’s secret weapon can’t undo every
injury—especially when her fate is completely
entwined with the god she’s trying to save. Elsa’s in
love with the Norse God of Justice. But Forse’s
heart is ruled by fear—fear that the past will repeat
itself; fear that opening his heart will compromise his
ability to do his job; fear that he’ll hurt the one girl he
desperately wants to protect. Again. When Elsa
faces off against the very monster she once swore to
protect, her survival depends on a power she isn’t
sure she can control. And when Forse’s worst
nightmare unfolds in front of him, Elsa has to decide
whether it’s more important to hold the realms in
perfekt balance . . . or hold onto the guy she can’t
imagine existing without. Book 4: PERFEKT MATCH
For honor. For love. For Asgard. ? Valkyrie Brynn
Aksel is ready for some downtime. But when an
urgent warning arrives from Asgard, heralding the
death of a beloved god and the dawn of
Ragnarok—the not-so-mythological end of days—it
becomes clear there’s no rest for the gods . . . not
when future of the realms is on the line. ? Goddess
of Love Freya Skönsten can’t shake the darkness
that’s clung to her since her Helheim imprisonment.
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An unsanctioned romantic connection with a mortal
is the only thing keeping her in the light, but Freya’s
vow to the Norns prevents her from fully uniting with
her perfekt match. When Hel returns to finish what
she started, Freya must decide how much she’s
ready to sacrifice to save the family she loves . . .
and whether she’s willing to give up everything for
the worlds she’s sworn to protect. ? With the forces
of darkness aligning to destroy the realms, it’s clear
more than just Love hangs in the balance. Ragnarok
has arrived. And it's shaping up to be the perfekt
storm.
A horrifying and spellbinding tale by the “great
imaginer of our time” (Quentin Tarantino) and New
York Times bestselling author Clive Barker about the
magical world lying right beneath our feet. In a home
of an elderly woman in Liverpool lies a carpet.
Suzanna Parish is called to Liverpool after her
grandmother has a stroke. Cal Mooney is on the run
from an escaped homing pigeon. Together they find
themselves accidently drawn into the strange world
that lies beneath the mysterious rug. Here, a race of
magical beings have hidden themselves from the
normal world to escape human persecution and an
evil known as the Scourge. But two other evils, a
ruthless witch and her sidekick, seek the carpet for
their own gain and will do whatever it takes to find it.
As the intricate weavings of the tapestry come
undone, Suzanna and Cal must face their biggest
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fears to save this discovered land and all its
inhabitants. Brutal, beautiful, brilliant, and full of his
original illustrations, Clive Barker spins his best in
this “unhinged and indulgent” (Entertainment
Weekly) imaginative tale.
“Remember it is always wise to look to the light that
guides you before you go seeking darkness.” Jenna
of Moontree desperately wished she had heeded this
advice before her decision to chase after an evil
artifact causes her to inherit magic that is poisonous
to her body. The danger is compounded when the
magic’s owner, a power hungry black dragon named
Kitara, wants it back. Alexi’s life as an assassin had
come to an abrupt halt when a failed assassination
attempt ended with his sentence to life as a dragon
rider and assigned as guardian of the Eye of Kitara.
When the Eye is stole, Alexi is charged with its
return and is thrust into Jenna’s path. Together they
must stop the rogue black dragon's plans to retrieve
her magic and take over the world. Will the aid of
friends, family and unexpected allies be enough to
save the day?
Title on spine: Billboard hot country albums.
The Fire Planets Saga - the epic space opera
science fiction adventure from Chris Ward, author of
the Tube Riders series. Books 1-3 - Fire Fight / Fire
Storm / Fire Rage collected together for the first
time. FIRE FIGHT In a far corner of the galaxy, the
seven systems of the Fire Quarter face a terrible
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threat from a dangerous warlord. On the fire planet
of Abalon 3, evil Raylan Climlee threatens to unleash
a wave of destruction in order to take control of the
planet's valuable source of trioxyglobin, a dangerous
but valuable liquid used for starship fuel. The only
person who can stop him is Lianetta Jansen, a
disgraced former Galactic Military Policewoman now
turned smuggler, who is haunted by a terrible
tragedy in her past. Along with her ragtag,
wisecracking crew—the one-armed pilot Caladan, and
the malfunctioning droid, Harlan5—Lia must confront
her own demons, while trying to stop another. FIRE
STORM Intergalactic war is coming ... On the run
from deadly mercenaries in the outer reachers of Trill
System, Lianetta Jansen and her ragtag crew come
across a distress signal from a stricken freighter. On
investigation, they are drawn into a trap that will
send them spiraling across the galaxy, battling with
slave traders and facing off against immense
invasion fleets, as they attempt to protect both their
own lives and those of millions of innocent people.
FIRE RAGE The mighty Trill System has fallen to the
Barelaon horde. Lianetta Jansen and her ragtag
crew flee the deadly Raylan Climlee, now calling
himself Overload of Trill System. After a smuggling
mission goes wrong, however, Lia and Caladan find
themselves on board a prison ship heading for a
remote asteroid. There they meet an incarcerated
journalist from the secretive Cask System, who
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might hold the key to their escape. On the remote
fire planet of Ergogate, Harlan5 is left in charge of
the Matilda. When the ship is hijacked by three
young freedom fighters, the droid is roped into a
mission which will bring him face to face with some
of the deadliest creatures in the galaxy. Giant
creatures, outlawed tech. And a heartbreaking
choice Lia must make if she is to give the Estron
Quadrant a chance of survival. Intergalactic Empires,
space battles, alien races, robots, and more in the
Fire Planets Saga.
The complete opening trilogy. NEW EDITION:
Added bonus, when you buy the opening trilogy of
the Wildfire Saga you also get the prequel novel,
The Source. Set a decade before the events of
Apache Dawn, see how the characters you love in
the main books got there start, including the
dramatic rise of Jayne Renolds! For the first time, all
three of books of the first Wildfire Trilogy are now
available in one massive book--1,405 pages of
pandemic-induced, post-apocalyptic mayhem.
Follow the saga as Cooper Braaten and his Navy
SEALs fight a shadowy enemy bent on destroying
the United States--and the world. Join Derek Alston's
Rangers as they hunt for and then fight to protect
Chad Huntley, the man who never got sick. Stand
with Denny Tecumseh as he struggles to find peace
in a town tearing itself apart. Can America survive a
bio-weapon attack during a surprise invasion? Who
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is the Council and why are they willing to go to such
lengths to cripple the United States? Will Chad
Huntley ever find peace? Will America stumble down
the path to civil war? These questions and more are
answered in the complete first trilogy of the Wildfire
Saga. Books included in the bundle: Apache Dawn
(Book I) The Shift (Book II) Firestorm (Book III) The
Source (Prequel)
Ferral is wounded. Allisia is safe. The sorcerer-king's
hold on winter is loosening, but can Kristian rest
when there are so many depending upon him? The
demon controls the Deathmarch Army, Ferral
searches for the power to destroy his enemies, and
the devastated survivors of Erinia look to Kristian for
help. The group that rescued Allisia must now
separate and search for the key to winning the war
against Ferral, ending his plans to dominate Erinia
through sorcery and evil religion. Cairn wants peace
and to forget the past, but he also wants revenge.
Allisia must accept her new powers and learn to
control the visions without losing her sanity. Mikhal
must set out on a fateful journey to discover who the
demon is and why he is connected to her. And the
demon-woman is at the center of all of the
devastation. Neope. She is powerful and cunning
and she will destroy anyone that stands in her way.
Neope's War, the stunning conclusion to Langley's
Erinia Saga.
When light gives way to darkness, only terror
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remains! An unfathomably advanced alien
technology slowly gains sentience over thousands of
years roaming the galaxy on a secret, ancient and
malevolent mission. The first test of a new military
"hyperstealth" system, based on technology and
physics theories far beyond anything previously
dreamed of, irrevocably changes the course of
humanity’s future, opening doors that would better
remain closed. And at the intersection of these
events is husband and wife team Alex and Melissa
Wakeman, the very definition of a "power couple":
Alex a veteran special military operator turned Air
Force test pilot who likes to keep things light with
humor but who is highly capable in any situation;
Melissa a world-class scientific mind, perhaps the
smartest person on Earth in fact, specializing in
advanced military aircraft design. They, along with
their superior and friend Brendan Alcheck, wage an
apocalyptic battle against a horrific alien hybrid, born
of death and decidedly deadlier than any creature on
Earth. Together, they must race against time to stop
the creature from completing its mission: the return
of the hyperstealth technology to its masters, a
highly advanced malevolent race who, unbeknownst
to the human race, sow death and destruction
throughout the galaxy. Unimaginable sacrifices are
made and a final, impossible battle fought on
multiple fronts will determine the fate of the human
race, and that of thousands of as yet unknown
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species. The Darkness Beyond the Light, book I of
the Infinite Universe Saga, is a tense, action-packed
sci-fi thriller, an adventure you will not want to miss!
Veraktalis the Dark Sorcerer has discovered a mystic force he
believes will unshackle the wrathful demons Christ chained to
the bottomless pit. His plan is to annihilate mankind, causing
Christ to abandon the earth, thus freeing all evil from the
judgment of God. Standing in the way of those wicked
schemes is the paladin, Navarro Silvinton; the silver elf
prince, Zakili Terishot; and the baron’s daughter, Candace
Veldercrantz. They face an uphill struggle against deceit and
prejudice, an assassin warlord and his army, a fictitious
curse, and an onslaught of mighty giants and blood-thirsty
monsters. A budding romance between Navarro and
Candace confuses the already complicated events. With the
fate of mankind at stake, they strive to overcome a threat they
can only defeat with the power of Jesus Christ. The odds
seem insurmountable, but with God all things are possible.
Penny was sitting on the tailgate of Henry's wagon, wrapped
in a blanket, and crying silently when Jason and the others
approached and stopped a few feet away. Jason took two
steps forward, and she slid right off the wagon into his arms,
sobbing so hard she was almost convulsing. After a few
minutes, Penny pushed herself back so she could see his
face and demanded, "Where's David? Where's my husband?
I thought you were my friend, Jason, why won't anybody tell
me?" "I'm sorry, princess, David's gone, the bastards killed
him," Jason replied as tears formed in his eyes.
The God Of Small Things : A Saga Of Lost Dreams Is An
Attempt To Make An In-Depth Study Of Arundhati Roy S
Epoch Making Novel Which Has Brought Laurels To Her And
The Country At Large. To Begin With, An Effort Is Made To
Have A Close Look At The Main Theme Of The Novel. This Is
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Followed By An Analysis Of The Main Characters Who Have
Their Own Story To Tell. The Novel Is Also Considered As A
Critique Of The Contemporary Society. Essays On The
Structure Of The Novel And The Narrative Technique
Adopted Follow And The Significance Of The Title Is Also
Discussed In A Separate Chapter. The Epilogue Considers
The Autobiographical Elements In The Novel. The Title Of
The Book Becomes Significant As All The Characters, Both
Major And Minor Have Shattered Dreams. Even Ayemenem
And Ayemenem House Have Lost Their Old Glory And In A
Certain Sense Have Lost Their Dreams. Rev. John Ipe S
Father Is The Oldest Member Of The Ayemenem Family Who
Makes His Appearance In The Novel. Then We Have John
Ipe Himself And His Wife Aleyooty Ammachi Both
Disappointed For One Reason Or The Other. Baby
Kochamma, Pappachi, Mammachi, Chacko, Margaret
Kochamma, Ammu, Estha, Rahel, Sophie Mol, Velutha,
Vellya Paapen Have All A Similar Kind Of Existence In The
Novel. The Book, It Is Hoped, Will Be Of Immense Help To
The Students Who Pursue Research On Roy And, Of Course,
To The Academic Community At Large.
The first five books of the Bible contain many of its most
famous stories, populated by vivid characters altogether
human in their triumphs and failings--and an equally
complicated deity. Many works of Western art and literature
appeal to these stories, from Michelangelo's painting of Adam
and Eve to a novel like William Faulkner's . The three great
Abrahamic religions (Judaism, Christianity, and Islam) are
rooted here. So is much of Western political theory and
constitutional polity, for a good half of these books contains
legislation (torah) of various kinds, as indicated by the ancient
title: the book of the Torah. Law and narrative together render
the character of the ancient covenant community known as
Israel, as well as the God who rules over that community. In
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this revised and expanded version of his popular book of
1988, Mann engages literary criticism and theology in
attending both to the composite nature of the Torah (or
Pentateuch) and to its final, canonical shape. Mann's study
provides a lucid introduction to the heart of the Hebrew Bible,
suitable for students and general readers, but also of interest
to biblical scholars.
"Like a summer superhero movie, this YA fantasy features
dazzling adventure and a truly epic romance." -iBooks Official
Review, The Ære Saga: Book 1 Rule the realms. Brynn Aksel
is a valkyrie—a battle goddess tasked with protecting both the
God of War and the future of Asgard. She fends off giants
and dark elves with an iron fist, a glossy smile, and no less
than perfekt control. She’s focused one-hundred-percent on
rising through the valkyrie ranks, and not at all on her lifelong
crush on Henrik Andersson—the one guy in all the realms who
could be her undoing. Henrik serves as War’s other
bodyguard, and he’s too focused on protecting their shared
charge to realize that Brynn’s a girl. When an unprecedented
surge of darkness abducts the Goddess of Love, Brynn’s
already-steely focus is singularly directed on her new
assignment—accompany Henrik to recover the realms’ source
of light before the cosmos descends into chaos. While
battling demons, dragons, and the not-quite-dead, it becomes
clear that immortality does not equal invincibility. And when
Hel herself puts a hit on Brynn, the valkyrie has to decide if
staying in control is worth losing everything . . . or if it’s time
to rule the realms.
A war-traumatized Angelic must rescue his pregnant wife
from the Devourer of Children without succumbing to the
inner darkness which can unleash a terrifying power.
George Hartmann is enjoying idyllic family life until his past
life from Ancient Greece returns to haunt him. He doesn't
remember the past life or the threat. Unfortunately, bad guys
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are coming after him anyway. When a violent break-in leaves
his young sons in peril, George must act fast -- before it's too
late. Was the past life real? Can he figure out what happened
back then and how it connects to present-day circumstances?
And how will he ever keep his loved ones safe? Tell Me I'm
Safe is the first book in the Ithaca Falls series and the
introduction to an ongoing family saga. It was originally
published as Ithaca’s Soldier in the George Hartmann
Series. About the Ithaca Falls Series: The Ithaca Falls series
chronicles the Hartmann and Davies families across time and
space. This life-affirming story, anchored by the deep
affection between George and Alessandra, reveals how the
connections we share can ground us during even the most
difficult times as we endeavor to learn what we're made of.
Join the family you'll feel like you already know as, together,
they explore the meaning of life beyond what lies on the
surface and fight to keep each other safe. Fans who enjoy
both suspense and sentimentality will devour this pulsepounding, sexy drama set against the backdrop of fictional
modern-day Ithaca Falls, New York and featuring vivid
memories of Ancient Ithaki, Greece. Buy Tell Me I'm Safe
today for an emotional page turner that will keep you
guessing.

The Blood-borne Saga continues in this emotionally
enthralling and riveting story of Dr. Paul Geraud, vampire
and his human wife, Alexandra. Almost two years had
passed since Paul ran from vampire hunters leaving his
beloved Alex behind with the intent she should seek a
normal life. He was certain she would never find him, she
was adamant that she would---and she did. After an
impasse, they decide to live near each other, but not
together as they attempt to rekindle the deep love and
trust they once shared. Emotional turmoil and rivalry
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develop when Alex meets vampire hunter, Jon Brennan,
who romantically pursues her. Forced to choose
between her vampire husband and a man who could
eventually destroy him, things are further complicated
when a jealous force from the past raises its ugly head
bent on destroying her. In an effort to save Alex, Paul
must trust his rival to hide her while he attempts to
destroy the combined forces of vampires, halflings, and
mastiff dogs. He goes to battle insurmountable forces
with the knowledge he may not survive, and if he
survives, the fear that Alex may not choose him. .
Effects of the Spanish Civil War on the inhabitants of
rural Spain.
In an alternate London where magical creatures are
preserved in a museum, two people find themselves
caught in a web of intrigue, deception, and danger.
Vespa Nyx wants nothing more than to spend the rest of
her life cataloging Unnatural creatures in her father’s
museum, but the requirement to become a lady and find
a husband is looming large. Syrus Reed’s Tinker family
has always served and revered the Unnaturals from afar,
but when his family is captured to be refinery slaves, he
finds that his fate may be bound up with Vespa’s—and
with the Unnaturals. As the danger grows, Vespa and
Syrus find themselves in a tightening web of deception
and intrigue. At stake may be the fate of New
London—and the world.
America had been attacked and ravaged over three
nights by an elite force of Al-Qaeda guerilla teams, but
thanks to FBI special agent Philip Calvert and his ad hoc
team of agents, cops, and Marine sharpshooters, that
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assault had been blunted, and many of the attackers
killed or captured. Still Al-Qaeda had accomplished
much, for the assault had terrified Americans from the
smallest hamlets to the largest cities. And so successful
had the assault been, that the evil mastermind behind it
is now determined to repeat it again and again and again
until America bows and submits to Islam and the rule of
the supreme Iranian Ayatollah. Unfortunately for this evil
genius and his allies, seemingly disgraced agent Philip
Calvert is actually still on the job. And so is his team,
now no longer an ad hoc group, but America’s premiere
anti-terrorist task force – Task Force AT. And its job isn’t
simply to counter terrorists and arrest them, but to
eliminate them with prejudice
"Like a summer superhero movie, this YA fantasy
features dazzling adventure and a truly epic romance."
-iBooks Official Review, The Ære Saga: Book 1 Become
what you believe. Elsa Fredriksen knows there’s a thin
line between love and fear. As High Healer, she rights
the wrongs committed by those who choose the
darkness. But even Asgard’s secret weapon can’t undo
every injury—especially when her fate is completely
entwined with the god she’s trying to save. Elsa’s in
love with the Norse God of Justice. But Forse’s heart is
ruled by fear—fear that the past will repeat itself; fear that
opening his heart will compromise his ability to do his
job; fear that he’ll hurt the one girl he desperately wants
to protect. Again. When Elsa faces off against the very
monster she once swore to protect, her survival depends
on a power she isn’t sure she can control. And when
Forse’s worst nightmare unfolds in front of him, Elsa has
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to decide whether it’s more important to hold the realms
in perfekt balance . . . or hold onto the guy she can’t
imagine existing without.
Funny, heartbreaking, and breathtakingly fresh, The
McLendon Family Saga continues in this steamy digital
collection, featuring three full-length novels by USA
Today bestselling author D.L. Roan. See how it all began
in The Hardest Goodbyes, discover how love really does
conquer all in Return to Falcon Ridge, and join three
adoring fathers as they learn to let go when their baby
girl finds her perfect match in Forever Falcon Ridge. The
McLendon Family Saga Reading Order: The Heart of
Falcon Ridge A McLendon Christmas Rock Star
Cowboys Rock Star Cowboys: The Honeymoon The
Hardest Goodbyes Return to Falcon Ridge Forever
Falcon Ridge The Legacy of Falcon Ridge
The mighty Trill System has fallen to the Barelaon horde.
Lianetta Jansen and her ragtag crew flee the deadly
Raylan Climlee, now calling himself Overlord of Trill
System. After a smuggling mission goes wrong,
however, Lia and Caladan find themselves on board a
prison ship heading for a remote asteroid. There they
meet an incarcerated journalist from the secretive Cask
System, who might hold the key to their escape. On the
remote fire planet of Ergogate, Harlan5 is left in charge
of the Matilda. When the ship is hijacked by three young
freedom fighters, the droid is roped into a mission which
will bring him face to face with some of the deadliest
creatures in the galaxy. Giant creatures, outlawed tech.
And a heartbreaking choice Lia must make if she is to
give the Estron Quadrant a chance of survival.
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